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ISSUE 3

Oh Hey!
Thanks for picking up the third edition of our community zine.
This issue we have partnered with ‘Urban By Nature’ AKA
UBN; a local community initiative funding and supporting
local projects. UBN, helped fund our art workshop and helped
make this Zine.
The loose theme for this issue was ‘New Beginnings’.
You will find artwork created by those who attended the
evening at Wynwood, alongside poetry and short stories from
a local writers group, interviews with local business owners
and information about a few local events.
If you want to feature an event or your work in our zine please
email slabcitycommunitystore@gmail.com by 1st April.
Next Art Night Theme will be ‘Music and Acceptance’ on 23rd
April @ Wynwood Art Distritct. To book your free space you
can do this at www.lowalthamstow.com/events
Enjoy!
March 2020
The Community Zine Team

THE VEG HUT
Before taking over the Veg Hut, Saul used
to work as a drink’s distributor
throughout North England and his wife
worked in her local supermarket. He has
always wanted to open his own business
and the Veg Hut opportunity popped up,
however, he always picture opening an
off-license. This was the trade his family
knew and grew up with, so he was familiar
with the environment and the social
interactions with customers which he
enjoyed. So, he quit his job so he can
create and nurture something with his wife,
giving them more quality time, but being
self-employed is a full-time job which he
later realised. He has 3 local women that
help out day to day so he can go to the
markets and simply have a break.

Saul was a whole foodie, he doesn’t eat
processed food, anything that goes into 2
processes he wouldn’t touch, so when a
shop came up that already stocked items
and food that he already knew, it gave him
more interested into buying this business.
He thought he was a whole foodie, until he
started learning new things day by day

at the shop, alternative and replacement
foods and one interesting fact he learnt
was that you can use chickpea water as
an egg replacement (equivalent to 1.5
eggs).
Saul visualised the potential and
expansion that the Veg Hut had, plus he
likes hospitality and having that face to
face interactions with his customers,
which was the extra push to take the shop.

He wanted to add his own touches that
stood himself out from any other health
food shops. He has lived in Walthamstow
the past 5 years, but he wasn’t aware of
the community it held due to his previous
job being outside of London, but since
being a shop owner he has noticed there
is much more to Walthamstow than he
presumed. It started to remind him of his
childhood in Highbury, where the
community supported each other or
signing of local petitions which was one
factor that Saul liked. He stated ‘ I feel
happy every day, because I feel like I
am doing something for this community,
there’s certain people, if I don’t open the
shop they get angry (laughter) they get
frustrated, they say I missed out on my
tomatoes because of you, and it’s just so
funny because when you look around and
there’s 4 or 5 other places they can

actually pick up tomatoes, so the problem
isn’t actually tomatoes it’s the local aspect
the good mornings, the good mornings
back the smiling face’.
Saul’s face to face approach allows him
to understand what his customers want, if
they have any enquiries or issues he can
address or simply provide product knowledge. Building connections with other
local businesses, knowing that they can
all rely on each other and support also reminds him of the small villages back home
in Turkey. He has noticed local people are
enjoying shopping locally, having more
deeper conversations about how bad their
day was, the aches and pains they have
in their back and Sol providing recommendations for things he’s had issues with,
whilst other customers may be listening
and then ask for further advice and so
now he feels that he is helping change
people’s habits as they will keep coming
back for more advice.

of his stock, so Veg Hut is that place to
find good quality brands and produce.
Most places have started to stock
alternative items but Veg Hut is a treasure
trove of not just one alternative for a
particular item but a variety.

Saul spoke about how he loves the old
traditions of his family, making and
growing their own produce; pickles,
gherkins, pasta and yoghurt to name a few
which his mum stores in her fridge freezer
and he stated ‘you can literally lock my
mum indoors and she could survive for 3
years’. He likes the idea of people growing
Many people mistake the shop for being
and making their own food from scratch
just organic or vegan shop, but they are
and how to perverse food; we started
clearly labelled as an organic health
reminiscing about food tech at school and
boutique so they cater for those people
who can’t find their usual gluten or lactose all they taught us was how to make cake
and not what the difference is between a
free items, plus having close
carbohydrate and fibre. Sol has a great
communication with this fruit and veg
supplier allows him to monitor the quality passion for what he does, the community
he’s serving and to help people find
products you can’t easily find from your
local supermarket.
Veg Hut is open 7 days a week for you to
find fruit, veg, alternative foods, refillable
detergents and bath products, plus a great
conversation with Saul.
Instagram: @e17veghut

A Rainbow of convenience
What is it that we seek from Rainbow?
The convenience of minor disruption.
No reason to break stride on the way
home from work.
No reason to break the bank in search
of supplies.
No reason to break the back with a
heavy load.
That missing can of tinned tomatoes.
That pint of milk which went off last
week.
The washing up pile which must get
got tonight or you eat straight from
the pot...luck would have it, change
sings in your wallet, wailing like sirens,
dragging you, seducing you nearer to
the tight formation of crags known as
Rainbow Convenience.
Where 15 different brands of passata
loom, shadow you as you seek out the
solitude of sustenance.
Where the frozen food defrosts, frosts,
defrosts, frosts to birth a Dr papa
captain Oetker Birdseye Johns - an
overlord of brain freeze dreams. An
iceberg’s regret.
Where you negotiate the narrow aisles,
desperately avoiding a sinkhole of pita
chips and Turkish flatbreads.
The eggs reek a caged existence.
Mining for that something special to
sprinkle on top of your sad pasta is
quashed at the end of the rainbow. No
mozzarella, Parmesan or even cheddar.
Once again the spaced out vacuumed
in utero halloumi, winking in pit; your
rubbery necking conclusion collision.
The smog filled roadside vegetables
lie. Entombed in June, in expectation
of evening song, two avocados cower
closely in the corner encased in cardboard.

One solid, hard as Yassassins bullets, brittle and belligerent in your
bony hand. The other fades, soft like
vapour, as delicate as a baby’s cough,
it moulds...perfectly into your knuckles
and slips into the night between the
cracks of your hopes and the pavement below.
The float down the rainbow of convenience slows, your sad pile of goods
from far flung corners of Haringey
hangs heavy against your heart, your
skin sweats with annoyance as the
scratch card hopeful assaults his way
out, the moss penny staining with gusto. Miraç behind the counter, crossed
fingers and bagged eyes peer between
sips of energy drink
£4.74 of short term relief, your bounty
of meh, stuffed into a plastic bag so
black, light cannot hope to penetrate
its surface.
You protest your £4.74 treasure fits inside your rucksack, but Miraç doesn’t
care. He doesn’t care about you or
your £4.74 of tat.
What is it that we desire from Rainbow
convenience, where in seeking shelter,
we leave persecuted, downtrodden and
smaller than before.
Ollie Levy

CALLER, I’M HERE
The game is wide and I’m
spread too thin, too thin
to add another player. This
phone is bugged (you can
tell) and I feel sorry for who
has been sentenced to
listen. What crime did they
commit to face the horror of
so much everyday? There
ain’t been any new secrets
for a year or four and no one
cares about the old. Tears come
out of your eyes when your
boss is passing and when they’ve
gone you blow your nose and
lament all this wasted time. I
wish I could lie to you and say
something monumental has
happened. But I’d be a liar
who’d be sentenced, before the
lie begins. All I can tell you is,
“Caller, I’m here. Stick around.
Something may change.”
NOT IN SERVICE
Not in service, it’s been a
while. Not in service, the
building has been condemned.
Not in service for the blessed
sacrament and the woman in
white. Not in service for the
bottle of red and the one
night stand. Not in service as
been too busy in the library
with all the unchecked books
before an early night drinking

gingerbread green tea (it won’t
drink itself). Not in service and
rusty in your flat. As you freshen
up in the bathroom I tend to your
plants which are gasping for so
many mists. I straighten your
books and search for polish and
a cloth to make your photo-frames
sparkle. When you come back you
look at me wanting to proceed. I look
to the clean bed with forgotten
wisdom of how to make it unclean
FIVE MINUTE RULE
I’m taking a five minute break from
everything. I’m on the loo and not
checking Twitter. How the world is
going to end can wait until tomorrow.
When back outside I’ll have a fag and
refuse to think of destroyed lungs or
of stomas, or of yellow fingers and
missing toes. I might even enjoy
myself.
And as I stamp out this dying stick,
I’ll close five minutes where you
weren’t thought about; the wedding
album in limbo, the stunted baptismal
candle, a faraway town where the
rent was cheap.
By Chris Simpson
.

My Travelling
Part 4
It wasn’t long before we were at sea
again and this time to Porto,
Portugal. We were carrying scrap
metal, they deliver them with big
wagons, the American style trains.
On the way I gave my notice to
disembark when we were in Europe.
I had enough with this captain. New
people came in, except my replacement, otherwise everything was alright.
In the port they had used a big electric
magnets to take out the cargo. Where
the ship was moored was very close to
the football stadium.
Porto have nice local places to eat
local food, nice city to go out,
especially the old town. The city must
change so much now. At the end of the
next port was Nantes in France, where
I disembark. Even the second engineer
tried to persuade me to stay longer.
After a few days in Greece, in Piraeus
in the usual hotel I was using when I
was to embark or disembark from a
ship. Then I went back home in
Cyprus, up in the mountains, relaxing
with friends, go fishing in the local
dame and walking. The village was in
Kalopanayiotis with a monastery and a
local saint, there was also spring
waters for baths, good BBQ with
friends.
One afternoon a phone call came to
the community phone on the road and
asking me to go Nicosia to see an
agent about work. The ship company I
was working for, contacted the agency

to find me and send me back because
they wanted me to work with a new
crew and a new ship they got. The ship
was in Le Havre (France)
In one of our trips in the village up in
the mountains in a small valley next to
the river we were relaxing and a local
man is came round, he was
responsible to look after the fields for
the villages. I asked him about some
fields belong to my grandfather, if he
know where it is. He start laughing and
said to me ‘where you are sitting down,
is belong to you’. Imagine my surprise
to that it was a big plot of land with a
lot of pines, there wasn’t any fruit trees
because all the time, there was no one
looking after it. The family they didn’t
agree how to split the fields my
grandad left, not only that one, there
was more land that we found out was
ours. At the end they will stay there for
the government to benefit. All my
uncles and aunties died and some of
their children died, so was not easy to
trace all those involved, also some of
them are very closed minded, we offer
them to buy the property, where we
own the three quarters and they didn’t

agree, so now 36 people own one
quarter.
After a few days off again in Piraeus,
go to the company and meet with the
new crew to go to France. All officers
were from Greece and me from Cyprus
and the lower crew from Sri Lanka or
Pakistan .We took the aeroplane up to
Paris and then the train to Le Havre.
Stay a few days in a hotel until they
finalise the paper work for the
companies and move in the ship. Le
Havre is a nice town. Off again, the
new ship was a refrigerator ship, in the
engine room there were 2 times main
engines the most easiest engines to
work in the manoeuvres entering or
exiting a port as we have one engine
forward and the other in reverse gear
and connect to the propeller as the
pilot wish.
After few hours ride we were outside
Amsterdam, in Holland for a frozen
fish cargo to the Arab countries we
were waiting for the trawlers to bring
the days catch to our cargo. We were
a train ride to the centre station of the
city. One thing take my attention, from
that time they had separate bicycle
lanes there, this was about 42 years
ago.
On the way we had to pass from the
Biscay Bay (the Greeks call the graveyard of the shipwrecks) but that time
was very bad with big gales and rain.
You must be very lucky to pass from
there without any gales, pass the
Gibraltar strains and heading to Suez
canal. On the arrival there they had to
install a big flood lights at the front of
the ship with manual operation from

a man inside there so we can have
enough light at night time when we
passing from one side to the other
The convoy start early from one side,
and another convoy from the other side
meeting in the middle in the lake so the
two convoys can pass each other .
The canal was so narrow only one ship
can pass with no lighting and limited
speed was about 10 meters wide .
Imagine in the Israel and Egypt war in
each side of the canal the two armies
even they can speak each other. After
the canal first stop Jeddah Saudi
Arabia. More next time .
Mr Nikolaos Taliadoros

Eid

Breakfast

outside, starlings swim up the
cold grey syrup of January
as I stand at the breakfast bar
buttering naan breads
next I’ll divide a pomegranate
and watch it fall apart
two unblinking blown up bug eyes

I like to think
breakfast cereals
are like the medieval humours

my stoned brother gallops from the living
room
pausing next to me to whip away a couple of naans
mum is shouting people dressed upstairs,
I hear my sister arguing with dad
over which tie is the most appropriate
as if Allah had declared a dress code
“only the unclashing enter heaven”
I think of my father’s favourite tie
and I know he’s going to hell

Monkeys and poets
I once heard that if you put 1,000 monkeys
in a room with 1,000 typewriters
and allowed them infinity,
they would pound out the greatest works
of literature.
life is 1,000 monkeys in a room
fighting over 1 typewriter
with 999 cases of writer’s block.

for different moods
there are different cereals
frosties is one mood
bran flakes is another
sometimes I get in
a sugar puffs mood
that’s a side of me
people don’t often see
feeling bored
I went to the supermarket
looking for a new mood
the shelves filled
with cereals
giving the illusion
of being wholesome yet tasty
after much searching
I saw what I
had been looking for
but hadn’t known it
“atkins morning start”
it was perfect for me

To some, when hearing Palos Verdes they think of the literal Spanish
translation ‘Green Sticks’, but to others, it is a beautiful peninsula view located in California. To us, its all the above plus the essence of travel, nature, community and most
importantly, Tea.
Palos Verdes is the creation of 2 sisters who love to share tales and experiences
over a cuppa tea. Drawing inspiration from different countries and ingredients to bring
unique and unorthodox approach to blends.
The collection of teas are a mixture of black, green and herbal teas.
Established in 2019, based in Walthamstow, East London, these sisters set out to
take a twist on popular blends, alongside bringing out seasonal blends to get those
taste buds quenching for a hot brew or iced tea.

CURRENT TEA SELECTION
Amber Rose
Palos Verdes
Beetrootin
Rose, Don’t Let That Man-Go
Strange Brew
That’s Mint
Arbusto Rojo
Spicy Bastard

Chamomillionaire
Lucy loves Earl Grey
Wynwood Cuppa
Grass Roots
U Ok Hun?
Arbusto Rojo
Chai Felicia
Matcha

maudlin

***COUPON***

but
crunchy

Instagram/Twitter @palosverdestea
www.wynwoodartdistrict.co.uk/palosverdestea

By Zah Rasul
10% off an 80g bag of tea. Use at LOW Pop
Up or Wynwood Art District. Valid until
end of July 2020
FEB 2020

‘The Do-Gooders’

towards a more sustainable economy.
It helps everyday consumers change
their purchase behaviour by offering an
How I went from corporate to happy - easy way to search and find everyday
products, services and things to do, in
a real story
an impact-only environment. Think of a
As a freelance marketing consultant and kind-hearted Google, where all results are
entrepreneur, mum of a 2 years-old I feel ethical and sustainable brands.
like life is definitely as it should be right
When I started I wasn’t sure it would benow, (at least in my dreams)!
come what it is today. It’s still early days,
but there’s already a lot to see and get
But before all of these, things felt quite
inspired by, and our audience is loving it
bland. I had spent the last 12 years in
corporate jobs, driving retention market- as they can find whatever they need, and
ing strategy across different companies, make an impact in the process. Ahem…
please find us and join us?
and at least the last 5 of those years
thinking about doing something more
purposeful (and frankly not enjoying
the bureaucracy of corporations). It just As for the Marketing Consultancy side,
I’m so glad I now get to choose incredible
never felt like the right time, so I kept
social impact companies to work with! I
postponing it.
have many dreams jobs, to put it one way.
I moved to Walthamstow from Hackney
For those out there reading this, it might
when I was pregnant (does that sound
familiar to anyone?). And suddenly, my feel overwhelming, but if you want to start
your dream career, you can do it! Simbaby was already 18 months old and I
was back part-time at the same job after plify your idea/s to a size which you can
maternity leave. Things HAD to change. manage yourself and take one step at a
As a family, we’d been dealing with the time. Test, experiment and listen to your
loss of both my partner’s parents in that customers feedback, most questions will
same year, which was obviously devas- answer themselves.
tating but also a massive wake up call.
Best of luck,
I took time to think about what would
make me feel like I was using my talents,
time and resources to make a difference, Nohelia
and there it was, the idea of a non-profit www.thedogooders.co.uk
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
that helps everyday consumers make
noheliarambal/
better choices.
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/
The Do-Gooders is a free online platform thedogooders_/
that lists hundreds of mission-led enter- Book recommendation: Feck Perfuction
by James Victore
prises. The idea is to raise awareness
about and interest in ethical brands,
maximising the impact of each of the
brands involved and paving the way

Is 2020 the year of mindfulness?
Mindfulness describes the practice
of paying attention to the present
moment, on purpose and without
judgment. That sounds relatively
easy, but we have so many constant calls on our attention which
make being aware of the present
moment challenging.

or churning over a past experience that
had already taken place.

By paying attention to the present
more, we can start to become more
aware of and open to the moment that
is right in front of us rather than being on automatic pilot, where we are
rushing through the day with our minds
and our bodies in different places. We
can also perhaps start to notice our
Mindfulness can be practised and habitual reactions to the challenges
cultivated through meditation exer- life throws at us with the potential for
cises, but the approach of bringing opening up to there being a different
attention to the present, non-judg- possible response. And by doing that
mentally can also be practised with non-judgmentally (i.e. without criticising
the fact that our minds wander (which
everyday activities.
is normal)), we might become more
accepting of who we are, more comIt isn’t about clearing or emptypassionate towards ourselves, and less
ing your head of thoughts, it isn’t
fixated on the idea we need ‘fixing’ or
a quick fix, and it isn’t aimed at
have to be perfect or better.
making you calm all the time-the
practice is to gently bring attention
I became a mum for the first time last
to whatever is going on for you
year, and noticed that the additional
right now and being open to that
responsibility of looking after a tiny
experience.
human, as well as the disruption to
routine that parenthood brings, offered
We can spend a lot of the time with even more opportunities for putting
our minds either fast forwarding to my mindfulness well and truly into
the future before it has happened, practice- bringing attention to what I’m

grateful for in any given moment, as well Your mind may wander a lot during
as noticing when the judgements/diffia practice – be gentle, patient and
cult moments crop up with an increased persistent.
awareness that those moments too will
pass.
Ruth is a mindfulness teacher
based in Walthamstow and runs
So in 2020, my focus will be on pauscourses and classes for the public
ing more, and continuing to be curious
and in businesses. If you would like
about all of the opportunities there are
to see more of her thoughts, hints
to notice when my attention has drifted
away and then being able to gently and and tips on mindfulness you can
curiously guide it back to what is going follow her on i
nstagram at @calmcitymum
on right now. ]
If you would like to have a go at practicing a short mindfulness exercise, I’ve
put one here for you to try.
Find a quiet place
Choose somewhere you can sit somewhere without too many interruptions
and see if you can put away obvious
distractions like mobile phones. You can
close your eyes or keep them open if
you prefer.
Get Comfortable
Choose a posture that suits you – sitting
on a chair with your feet flat on the floor,
or lying down, or standing.
Breathe Normally
Pay attention to the sensations in your
body when you breathe and observe the
in-breath all the way in, the slight gap at
the top of the in-breath, and the outbreath all the way out.
If your mind wanders, gently guide it
back
It’s normal for your mind to wander.
Mindfulness is not about clearing your
mind. When you notice your mind has
wandered, just gently guide it back to
noticing your breath.
Gently end the practice in your own
time

February
Water runs ford
Birds rest on fine branched brushes
They tilt in windswept rhythm
Deers rush forest clearing
The ground sinks moss floored earth
Weeping
Many bare hands bear
Forest still
Water falls above and beneath
The trees capture dark secrets and whisper to one another in silent winds
Deep roots they speak the sounds of our world
Caught be birds they sing
Back to sky, rain falls
Hush
Earth knows
Speak universal truth
From depths of knowledge unknown
To human hearts untold

Shoreline
Breath
The air is dense
Laced with the finest Cornish salt
It tastes of Cliffside walks
Breath
The sea charges
Curving into crescent moons
Numb
Sugared sand, soft like demerara
Crunch
Mouth bites pasty
Tasting of two week holidays and windswept
tents
Time
They clustered under canvas awnings
Mum
Watched the things
Counting pennies for hot showers
Space
The sore splits you open
Pause
The wave rises, reduces, watery tongue
Helen Nichols

DON’T
BE
AFRAID
TO START
AGAIN

I’m Lost too...

